Wenlock Barn TMO Orchard
Orchard background
Wenlock Community Orchard was
established in 2012. The site had
been used as a storage space
during construction works on the
estate and there were complaints
from residents that it had turned
into a dumping site and dog toilet.
The Growing Kitchen resident
group (GKRG) approached the
TMO with a proposal of creating a
community orchard, and following
a positive consultation with local
residents and £500 funding, the
group worked with The Orchard
Project to plant 12 fruit trees.
The site was indeed an active dog toilet and the soil was poor and compacted but
the GKRG have been managing it ever since, working to improve the site as a
green space. This has
included mulching the
trees and carefully
selecting plants and
flowers which will
thrive and are
therefore sustainable.
More trees have been
added since and we
now have apples,
pears, plums, apricot
and medlar.
Lewis McNeill, London
Project Manager, The
Orchard Project said ‘I
was really impressed to
see how the orchard is taking shape. It took a while for the trees to ‘get going’ but
now they’re really thickening up and becoming trees! I have no doubt that the care
you’ve given them has helped them to flourish; in particular, the fact that you’ve
kept them well mulched meaning that they’ve benefitted from moist soil, no
competition from other plants, and soil building through repeated additions of
organic matter. Indeed this will be helping to build better soil as we started off with
fairly typical city rubble soil. The Wenlock Barn Estate orchard has become
somewhat of a ‘flagship’ community urban orchard for us. This is largely down to
the success of the ongoing efforts from yourselves and the other members of the
group. We’ve seen a transformation from a rather plain patch of low diversity grass

which was used principally as a dog toilet,
to a beautiful space positively teaming
with life that has begun to attract passersby as a place to sit and enjoy. Indeed, due
to its location, this is a site that has great
potential to benefit and inspire many
people over the years to come.’
The orchard was used to launch The
Orchard Project’s ‘Helping Britain
Blossom’ project and we featured in the
local paper. Each year the orchard has
also been part of National Tree Week and
Lewis has given a talk and tour of the
orchard.
Making connections
The GKRG have worked with a range of
partners since 2012. We applied for 500
free daffodil bulbs from the Metropolitan
Parks and Gardens Association and
planted them to create a sea of yellow
every spring. We have since added
bluebells, snow drops and fritillaries amongst others… We then applied for free
native hedging plants
from The Woodland Trust
and planted these around
the perimeter of the site
to add interest, colour
and much needed habitat
for butterflies and birds.
The Woodland Trust have
visited the site and were
pleased with how the
plants have been used. A
resident group from the
Love Lane estate in
Tottenham came to visit
the garden and orchard
last summer as they had
heard about the GKRG
through the Open Garden
Squares Weekend
(OGSW) and wanted to
create something similar
where they live. They
were amazed that the
sites were run by

residents and looking at
all the fruit, vegetables,
herbs and flowers gave
them ideas about what
they may be able to
create in their
c o m m u n i t y. D a m i a n
Tissier, Independent
L e a s e a n d Te n a n c y
Advisor said ‘the orchard
and garden really
inspired everyone and
opened people’s eyes
about what can be
done’.
We take part in the
OGSW annually with visitors coming from across the country and have been
selected to take part in this London wide ticketed event due to the high standard of
the garden and orchard. Visitors said ‘visited for the second year running - such a
great community garden and orchard
(and lovely food and people)’ and
‘thank you so much for sharing this
beautiful space - such an oasis! You
can really see the love that is put into
the garden, people like you make the
world a bit better! Thank you’
As the idea of an orchard was new to
the estate, signage was required so
the GKRG worked in collaboration
with Tessa Hunkin, a mosaic artist
who was working locally with people
recovering from drug and alcohol
addiction to create a mosaic for the
orchard, depicting the flowers and
trees on the site.
Changing space
As the orchard evolved, wild flowers
were starting to grow naturally so the
GKRG decided to create a flower
meadow. This has involved sowing
annual seeds in the spring such as
poppy and cornflower, sourced for
free from ‘Grow Wild’, a National
Lottery funded project, and planting over 100 wild flower perennial plugs, paid for
by the TMO through their gardening budget. Wildflower meadows have decreased

by 97% in the last 60 years so are desperately needed. Currently we use an annual
meadow method where we cut it down in late summer and mow in the autumn to
prepare the site for new growth in the spring. Most recently we have planted a
lavender bed and introduced ‘companion planting’ around the trees to help them
stay healthy. Another sign has also been erected explaining the site. Each year the
orchard is evolving and progressing. We have just acquired yet more herbs and
flowers to plant.
Benefits of the orchard
There is an increasing body of
evidence showing how
spending time in green space
helps reduce stress and
improve wellbeing. This offers
benefits both for the GKRG
members and for local people
who interact with the green
space. The Wildlife Trust
recently released a report
about green space and mental
health which states that ‘green
neighbourhoods cut
depression.’ Trees also offer
shade, cool the air through
their release of moisture and
are therefore essential to
counter the hotter summers from climate change. They also absorb air pollution
and help us breath cleaner air.
The orchard is situated in the heart of Wenlock Barn Estate and has become a
focal point for residents; an informal space in which to engage with other residents
and an opportunity to invite them to join our gardening community. Dogs no longer
go in the space and children can use it without fear of stepping in poo. Residents
are starting to use the site as a place to sit and relax and it is providing fruit for local
people. Children learn about healthy eating and how food is grown, being able to
pick an organic plum and eat it straight from the tree. It is bio-diverse, attracting,
birds and butterflies and helping to provide habitat for declining pollinators.
The hedging, meadow and trees are all in line with Hackney Councils biodiversity
action plan (BAP) and the orchard is managed in a similar way to the other
orchards in Hackney with a more relaxed mowing regime. More natural green
space is also in line with the TMO’s business plan, central to which is community
engagement and an estate wide planting programme. The aim is to create an
environment which is cleaner, greener and safer. In particular we have found that
vulnerable and ethnic minority groups engage in gardening. We have a diverse
membership in terms of age, background and people with mental or physical health
issues. One Turkish resident recently said the orchard reminded her of home,
another said with all the buildings going up it felt good to see a beautiful and natural

space. Another resident said it is her daughter's favourite place on the estate.
Others are interested in the plants and offer wild flower seeds to plant.

